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Abstract
A set is called NP-simple if it lies in NP, and its complement is inﬁnite, and does not contain
any inﬁnite subsets in NP. Hartmanis, Li and Yesha [HLY86] proved that no set which is hard for
NP under many-one (Karp) reductions is NP-simple unless NP ∩ coNP ⊆ SUBEXP. However,
we can exhibit a relativized world in which there is an NP-simple set that is complete under
Turing (Cook) reductions, even conjunctive reductions. This raises the questions whether the
result by Hartmanis, Li and Yesha generalizes to reductions of intermediate strength.
We show that NP-simple sets are not complete for NP under positive bounded truth-table
reductions unless UP ⊆ SUBEXP. In fact, NP-simple sets cannot be complete for NP under
bounded truth-table reductions under the stronger assumption that UP ∩ coUP ⊆ SUBEXP
(while there is an oracle relative to which there is an NP-simple set conjuntively complete for
NP). We present several other results for diﬀerent types of reductions, and show how to prove
a similar result for NEXP which does not require any assumptions. We also prove that all
NEXP-complete sets are P-levelable, extending work by Tran [Tra95].
Most of the results are derived by the use of inseparable sets. This technique turns out to
be very powerful in the study of truth-table and even (honest) Turing reductions.

Keywords: NP-immune, NP-simple, btt-complete, inseparable sets, strong reducibilities, P-levelable.
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Introduction

In 1944 Post published his epochal paper on Recursively enumerable sets of positive integers and
their decision problems (reprinted in The Undecidable by Davis [Dav65]). With this paper he
initiated a line of research in computability theory1 which has since become famous as Post’s
program. To settle the question of whether there are incomplete, c.e., noncomputable degrees he
pursued a simple, but productive idea: among the c.e. sets reducing to a complete set are sets with
very “fat” complements. Thus c.e. sets with very “thin” complements should not be complete,
since strong reductions cannot squeeze the fat complements into the thin complements2 . Post’s
∗
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In this paper we will use the terminology suggested by Soare [Soa96]. That means computable instead of recursive,
and computably enumerable (c.e.) instead of recursively enumerable (r.e.).
2
In compliance with computability rather than complexity theory, we think of m-reductions as the strongest kind
of reduction whereas Turing reductions are considered weak.
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program was successfully completed in the seventies by Degtev and Marchenkov who exhibited a
thinness property which made a c.e. set incomplete [Odi89, III.5].
A similar approach to incompleteness has been popular in complexity theory since the time
the isomorphism conjecture was ﬁrst suggested by Berman and Hartmanis in 1977: the study of
sparse sets. The isomorphism conjecture claims that all NP-complete sets are polynomial time
isomorphic. Sparse sets are thin in the sense that they contain only polynomially many strings at
every length. Sparseness is invariant under polynomial-time isomorphisms, hence, assuming that
the isomorphism conjecture holds, no sparse set can be NP-complete, since SAT (for example) is
evidently not sparse (for a recent survey on the completenss of sparse sets see the paper by Cai
and Ogihara [CO97]).
There is an alternative and relatively unexplored approach which is closer in spirit to Post’s
original idea: consider eﬀectively thin sets, like Post’s simple and immune sets.
The use of eﬀective thinness notions in complexity theory to obtain results on strong reductions
dates back to a paper by Hartmanis, Li and Yesha [HLY86] published in 1986. This paper contains
the result that every m-hard (many-one hard) set for NP has an inﬁnite NP subset unless NP ⊆

n1/k ). We could also express this as saying that no m-hard set for NP is
SUBEXP = ∞
k=0 DTIME(2
NP-immune (unless, of course, NP ⊆ SUBEXP). In analogy with computability theory we call a set
NP-simple if it lies in NP and its complement is NP-immune. Hartmanis, Li and Yesha concluded
that an NP-simple set cannot be m-hard for NP, unless NP ∩ coNP ⊆ SUBEXP. This addressed
a question raised earlier by Homer [Hom86] whether NP-complete sets can be NP-simple. This is
the question we want to investigate in this paper.
Pursuing the idea that NP-simple sets should not be complete for NP under suﬃciently strong
reductions we set out to improve upon the initial result by Hartmanis, Li, and Yesha. To achieve
this goal we will need assumptions from complexity theory. If we restrict the reductions to be
honest we can show that NP-simple sets are neither honest bounded truth-table complete nor
honest disjunctively complete unless P = UP, and NP-hypersimple sets cannot be honest Turing
complete unless P = UP (NP-hypersimple sets will be introduced in Section 3). The ﬁrst result
was improved by Manindra Agrawal: NP-simple sets are not honest bounded truth-table complete
without any assumptions. A weaker version of the second result (where honest d-reductions were
forced to be honest on all inputs) was shown by Yamakami [Yam95] (our more liberal version of
honest disjunctive reductions will be introduced in Section 5).
Without the honesty constraint we need stronger complexity-theoretic assumptions. The work
of Hartmanis, Li and Yesha suggests that SUBEXP plays a central role in the case of reductions
that are not honest.
We will establish that NP-simple sets are neither 1-tt-complete, nor d-complete, nor positive
bounded truth-table complete unless UP ⊆ SUBEXP. The proof for positive btt-reductions does
not seem to generalize to btt-reductions. We therefore take a detour through truth-table reductions:
under the stronger assumption that UP ∩ coUP ⊆ SUBEXP we can show that NP-hypersimple sets
are not o(log n)-tt-complete for NP. The proof of this result yields that NP-simple sets are not bttcomplete unless UP ∩ coUP ⊆ SUBEXP. The last result was claimed by Yamakami [Yam95] (under
the weaker hypothesis that NP ⊆ SUBEXP), but we are as yet unable to verify the proof. The assumption UP∩coUP ⊆ SUBEXP is not unreasonable; its negation would imply PRIME ∈ SUBEXP
which is considered unlikely (PRIME ∈ UP ∩ coUP by a result of Fellows and Koblitz [FK95]).
The techniques developed for NP-simple sets translate up into the realm of exponential time,
and we have some results on EXP and NEXP which do not require any assumptions. We show
that no set btt-hard for EXP can be NEXP-simple. This result was ﬁrst shown by Harry Buhrman
using a diﬀerent idea. We will also prove that NEXP-complete sets are P-levelable (improving a
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result by Tran [Tra95]).
This paper is of interest from a methodological point of view through its use of inseparable sets.
In computability theory inseparable sets have been a rich source of results [Odi89, Soa87] and this
paper demonstrates that the same can be true for complexity theory. The abundance of results
shows that here is a technique waiting to be exploited further. This paper seems to be the ﬁrst to
apply inseparable sets to the study to resource bounded reductions. Inseparability, however, has
been used before in complexity theory, and more will be said about that in Section 4.
We review the relevant concepts from complexity theory in Section 2. In Sections 3 and 4 we
introduce and discuss the diﬀerent notions of immunity, simplicity, and inseparability needed in
this paper. Sections 5 through 7 deal with increasingly weaker reductions in NP, and Section 8 is
devoted to completeness in NEXP. The paper concludes with some remarks on relativizations in
Section 9 and a list of (challenging) open problems.
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Preliminaries

Let ω be the set of natural numbers. Throughout this text Σ will denote the alphabet {0, 1}, and
Σ∗ the set of all (ﬁnite) binary strings. Let Σ≤n denote the set of all binary strings of length at most
n. (Σ∗ )<ω is the set of all ﬁnite tuples of binary strings (we write () for the empty tuple). We use a
function · · ·: (Σ∗ )<ω → Σ∗ to encode any sequence of strings uniquely in a single string (applying
a standard pairing function). For a language L ⊆ Σ∗ we say L ∈ DTIME(f ) (L ∈ NTIME(f )) if
L is decidable in time O(f ) (in nondeterministic time O(f )). With this we can deﬁne the usual
complexity classes:
• P=

∞

k=0 DTIME(n

• NP =

∞

k=0 NTIME(n

• SUBEXP =
• E=

(polynomial time),

k)

n1/k )
k=0 DTIME(2

kn
k=0 DTIME(2 )

∞

• EXP =

(nondeterministic polynomial time),

∞

∞

• NE =

k)

(linear exponential time),

kn
k=0 NTIME(2 )

∞

• NEXP =

(nondeterministic linear exponential time),

nk
k=0 DTIME(2 )

∞

(subexponential time),

(exponential time), and

nk
k=0 NTIME(2 )

(nondeterministic exponential time).

Advice classes (a special case of nonuniform complexity classes) are complexity classes in which
the decision algorithm has access to a string called the advice string which only depends on the
length of the input. For example, any language can be decided in exponential time with one bit of
advice (EXP/1): for any set L, code x ∈ A in the single bit at length x (which can be accessed in
exponential time).
Similarly, any language is contained in P/2n , by just coding membership of the 2n strings of
length n in an advice string of length 2n . This example illustrates one of the problems with the
traditional deﬁnition of advice strings. Usually, advice classes are deﬁned in such a way that the
advice string counts towards the input size. With that interpretation an algorithm deciding a
language in P/2n is eﬀectively allowed to take exponential time rather than polynomial time (in
the input x that is to be decided). While this does not matter in this particular case, it does make
a diﬀerence for subexponential advice which we need for this paper.
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To avoid this anomaly, we will follow the convention that the advice string is not an input,
but instead is accessed like an oracle via random access. That is, a machine taking advice has an
additional tape on which the algorithm can write the address of a bit in the advice string, and it will
get the answer on the same tape, after entering a special advice string query state. Consequently
the advice string will not be considered part of the input. We now say L ∈ DTIME(f )/g if there is
a sequence of advice strings sn such that |sn | ≤ g(n) for all n, and an advice machine that runs in
time O(f ) (independently of the advice strings used) such that the machine decides membership
in L correctly if as advice we use the strings sn .

ε
With this convention we can deﬁne P/subexp = ε>0 P/2n . Note that our new convention
does not aﬀect the extension of the popular nonuniform complexity classes such as P/poly, or P/1.
In its most general form a polynomial-time reduction from a set A to a set B is an oracle Turing
machine T (.) such that for some polynomial p and all x:
• the computation of T B (x) terminates in at most p(|x|) steps, and
• T B (x) ∈ {0, 1}, and
• x ∈ A if and only if T B (x) = 1.
Such a reduction is called a polynomial-time Turing reduction (Cook reduction). Note that we
can assume that the oracle Turing machine fulﬁlls the ﬁrst two conditions for every oracle by adding
a clock and replacing bad outputs (arbitrarily) with a zero.
The stronger reductions we will consider in the rest of the paper are special cases of the
polynomial-time Turing reduction. A reduction T (.) is called positive if T A (x) = 1 implies T B (x) = 1
for all A and B fulﬁlling A ⊆ B.
The class PF contains the polynomial-time computable functions, namely functions that are
computed by a Turing-machine running in polynomial time. The notion of a function computable
in nondeterministic polynomial time is made precise using the notion of a transducer. A transducer
is a nondeterministic Turing machine with a read-only input tape, a write-only output tape, and
any number of worktapes. We say that a transducer computes a value y on input x if there is an
accepting computation of the transducer on input x that terminates with y on the output tape.
If there is no accepting computation we say that the transducer does not compute a value on x.
Transducers compute relations, also called multi-valued, partial functions. We will use the symbol ↑
for the undeﬁned value. The collection of multi-valued, partial functions computed by transducers
is called NPMV. The collection of single-valued, partial functions computed by transducers is called
NPSV (for a survey of these and related notions see [Sel96]).
Some short remarks on notation: honest reductions will be marked by an h added to the the
reduction sign. For example A ≤hbtt B means that A honest bounded truth-table reduces to B.
Furthermore all reductions in this paper (unless stated otherwise) are polynomial time reductions,
which is not reﬂected in the notation.
We use the usual set-theoretic notation. We deﬁne the join of two sets A and B as A ⊕ B =
.
{2x : x ∈ A} ∪ {2x + 1 : x ∈ B}, and use ∪ for a disjoint union. The notation A =∗ B means that
A and B are equal with only ﬁnitely many exceptions.
The domain of a (partial) function f is the set of values for which the function is deﬁned:
dom(f ) = {x : f (x) =↑}. In general we will assume functions to be total. For functions from
Σ∗ to (Σ∗ )<ω we will write f (x) = (y1 , . . . , ym ). We think of y1 , . . . , ym as the queries made
by some reduction on input x. The characteristic function χA (x) is 1 if x ∈ A, and 0 otherwise.
Extending this notation to vectors we obtain the characteristic vector χA (f (x)) = χA (y1 , . . . , ym ) =
4

(χA (y1 ), . . . , χA (ym )) with f (x) as above. Sometimes we want to ignore the order of the elements
in f (x), and consider it as a set of its elements. To avoid confusion we introduce the notation
f {x} = {y1 , . . . , ym } (when f (x) = (y1 , . . . , ym )).
We will occasionally refer to concepts from computability without actually deﬁning them, since
they only serve as illustration and are not essential. The interested reader will ﬁnd the missing
deﬁnitions in either Odifreddi [Odi89] or Soare [Soa87]. As references for complexity theory we
mention Balcázar, Diaz, Gabarró [BDG88] and Papadimitriou [Pap94].
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Immunity and Simplicity

The concepts of immunity and simplicity have a long tradition in computability theory starting
with Post’s paper [Dav65]. In computability a set is called immune if it is inﬁnite and does not
contain an inﬁnite c.e. subset. A c.e. set is called simple if its complement is immune.
Definition 3.1 A set is C-immune if it is infinite and does not contain an infinite subset which
lies in C. A set is C-simple if it is in C and its complement is C-immune.
If C is closed under polynomial time isomorphisms, then C-immunity and C-simplicity are invariant under polynomial time isomorphisms. In particular NP-immunity and NP-simplicity can
be used to tackle the isomorphism conjecture, and these notions might prove more ﬂexible than
sparseness. Historical background on NP-immunity and NP-simplicity can be found in the second
volume of Balcázar et al. [BDG88] from which the above deﬁnition is taken. Note that this book
(like some others) abbreviates NP-simple to simple. To avoid confusion with computability theory
we will use NP-immune and NP-simple in this paper.
NP-immune sets exist: any immune set (in the sense of computability) is NP-immune. The
case with NP-simple sets is more diﬃcult, and the known results are all oracle results. Homer and
Maass [HM83] and, later, Balcázar [Bal85] proved that relative to some oracle an NP-simple set
exists. Recently it was shown by Vereshchagin [Ver94] that an NP-simple set exists relative to a
random oracle. More on this topic can be found in Section 9 on relativizations. Apart from the
observation that the existence of an NP-simple set implies that NP = coNP, our knowledge about
the existence of NP-simple sets is very limited. In particular we do not know of any probable
combination of assumptions that would entail the existence (or nonexistence) of an NP-simple set.
Homer [Hom86] tried to circumvent the problem by introducing k-simple sets in analogy with the
k-creative sets of Joseph and Young [JY85]. We will not pursue this line of research here.
For dealing with bounded truth-table reductions we introduce a variant of NP-immunity. Remember that NPSV is the class of partial single-valued functions computable by an NP-machine.
We call f : Σ∗ → (Σ∗ )k in NPSV with inﬁnite domain an honest np-k-array, if there is a polynomial
p such that p(|y|) ≥ |x| for all x, and y ∈ f {x} (see Section 2 for an explanation of the notation
f {x}).
Note that it would not have made a diﬀerence in the deﬁnition if instead of NPSV we had used
NPMV. In view of the use we make of this notion, the NPSV deﬁnition seems to be the most
natural.
Definition 3.2 A set A is called NP-k-immune, if it is infinite and there is no honest np-k-array
f such that A ∩ f {x} = ∅ for all x ∈ dom(f ).
The honesty condition implies that NP-1-immunity is the same as NP-immunity. Furthermore
it is immediate from the deﬁnition that any NP-(k + 1)-immune set is also NP-k-immune. The
interest in NP-k-immunity stems from its connection with NP-simplicity:
5

Lemma 3.3 If A is NP-simple, then A is NP-k-immune for every k.
The computability version of this lemma is a folklore result [FS99, Lemma 2.2] and the lemma
itself is implicit in Yamakami’s manuscript [Yam95]. For sake of completeness we include a proof.
Proof.
Assume that A ∈ NP, and there is an honest np-k-array f ∈ NPSV such that A∩f {x} =
∅ for all x ∈ dom(f ). Let m = lim supx∈Σ∗ |A ∩ f {x}|. By assumption 0 ≤ m < k. Consider the set
S = {y : y ∈ f {x}, and f {x} \ {y} contains at least m elements in A}. Then S is inﬁnite because
f is honest and has inﬁnite domain, S ∈ NP, since A is in NP and f is an honest function in NPSV.
2
Finally S is a subset of A except for ﬁnitely many elements, hence A is not NP-simple.
NP-immunity, NP-k-immunity and NP-simplicity will not carry us beyond bounded truth-table
reductions, not surprisingly in view of the situation in computability. The need arises for a new
concept which corresponds to hyperimmunity from computability theory. We relax the cardinality
condition we introduced for np-k-arrays.
Call a partial NPSV function f : Σ∗ → (Σ∗ )<ω \ {()} with inﬁnite domain an honest np-array,
if there is a polynomial p such that p(|y|) ≥ |x| for all x, and y ∈ f {x}. In other words f is honest
in all outputs.
Definition 3.4 A set A is called NP-hyperimmune, if it is infinite and there is no honest np-array
f such that A ∩ f {x} = ∅ for all x ∈ dom(f ). Call a set NP-hypersimple it is is in NP and its
complement is NP-hyperimmune.
It is clear from the deﬁnition that being NP-hyperimmune implies being NP-k-immune for every
k, and hence an NP-hypersimple set is NP-simple, but probably not vice versa, as will be argued
in the section on relativizations.
To summarize
NP-hyperimmune ⇒ NP-(k + 1)-immune ⇒ NP-k-immune ⇒ NP-1-immune = NP-immune,
and
NP-hypersimple ⇒ NP-simple ⇒ complement is NP-k-immune.
At this point we should ask how much farther we can take eﬀective thinness. In analogy with
computability, we could call a set A NP-maximal if it is inﬁnite and has no superset in NP which
diﬀers inﬁnitely often from both A and Σ∗ . NP-maximal sets, however, do no exist. This follows
from a result of Breidbart’s on splittings by P-sets: for any inﬁnite, coinﬁnite and computable set
A there is a set B ∈ P such that all of A ∩ B, A ∩ B, A ∩ B and A ∩ B are inﬁnite. The link to
NP-maximality was observed by Homer and Maass [HM83].

4

Inseparability

Inseparability was ﬁrst used by Rosser [Dav65] in 1936 in connection with extensions of Gödel’s
Theorem. Since then it has been quite successful as a clean and easy tool to deal with reductions [FS99]. We will see that the same is true for the complexity theoretic setting.
Definition 4.1 Two disjoint sets A and B are called C-inseparable, if there is no C ∈ C for which
A ⊆ C ⊆ B.
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If C is taken as the class of computable sets, and A and B are required to be c.e., then Cinseparability corresponds to the classical notion of computable inseparability. Here we are interested in NP-sets which are not separated by any set of low time complexity. Grollmann and
Selman, for example, showed that there are NP-sets which are not separated by any polynomial
time computable set unless P = UP, which is considered unlikely.
Fact 4.2 (Grollmann and Selman [GS88]) If P = UP then there are two disjoint NP-complete
sets which are not separated by any set in P.
We can generalize this result from P to all reasonable classes C, where a nonempty class of subsets
of Σ∗ is called reasonable if it is closed downward under polynomial time truth-table reducibilities
for which all queries (on an input) have the same length.
Lemma 4.3 If UP ⊆ C for a reasonable class C, then there are two disjoint NP-complete sets
which are C-inseparable.
Proof.
If UP ⊆ C, then we can choose a set C ∈ UP \ C. Since C ∈ UP there is a set D ∈ P
and a polynomial p such that x ∈ C if and only if (∃y)[|y| = p(|x|) and x, y ∈ D]. Furthermore
for all x ∈ C there is exactly one such y. Now deﬁne
A = {x, i, b : (∃y)[|y| = p(|x|), x, y ∈ D, |i| = log p(|x|) and yi = b},
and
B = {x, i, b : (∃y)[|y| = p(|x|), x, y ∈ D, |i| = log p(|x|) and yi = b},
where yi is the ith bit of y, interpreting the string i as a number. It is clear from the deﬁnition
that A and B are disjoint sets in NP (even UP). Furthermore any separator of A and B in C would
allow us to decide C in C by making a polynomial number of truth-table queries (all of the same
length) to the separator.
It is then straightforward to see that A × SAT and B × SAT are two disjoint NP-complete sets.
Suppose there was a separator C  ∈ C such that A × SAT ⊆ C  ⊆ B × SAT. Let f (x) = (x, ).
Then C = f −1 (C  ) is in C (since C is reasonable), and C separates A and B contradicting their
construction. This easy way of converting A and B into complete sets was ﬁrst observed by
Dubhashi [Dub89]. Grollmann and Selman [GS88] use a similar construction which additionally
allows us to let A (or B) be any speciﬁc m-complete set.
2
If C is not reasonable the above construction does not apply, and we have to fall back on a
trivial observation (mentioned by Dubhashi). If A ∈ NP ∩ coNP \ C then A and A are C-inseparable
sets in NP.
Lemma 4.4 If NP ∩ coNP ⊆ C, then there are two disjoint sets in NP ∩ coNP which are Cinseparable.
For the purposes of this paper we shift our focus from the inseparable sets themselves to the
sets separating them.
Definition 4.5 We call a set E a C-separator if it separates a C-inseparable pair of disjoint sets
in NP, i.e. there are disjoint sets A and B in NP that are C-inseparable and A ⊆ E ⊆ B. We will
ε
write p-separator instead of P-separator, and s-separator for any DTIME(2n )-separator (where
ε > 0).
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The purpose of p-separators is to deal with honest reductions. The result of Grollmann and
Selman tells us that p-separators exist if UP ⊆ P. For reductions that are not necessarily honest we
need a stronger kind of separator, a subexponential time separator. However, SUBEXP-separators
turn out to be insuﬃcient which is why we introduced the stonger concept of an s-separator.
The proof of Lemma 4.3 actually yields the existence of s-separators, under the hypothesis UP ⊆
SUBEXP.
Corollary 4.6 If UP ⊆ SUBEXP, then there are two disjoint NP-sets A and B, and an ε > 0
ε
such A and B are DTIME(2n )-inseparable, i.e. an s-separator exists.
Proof.
Consider the set C from the proof of Lemma 4.3. Since C ∈ SUBEXP, there is an ε > 0
ε
ε/2
such that C ∈ DTIME(2n ). Suppose there was a set E ∈ DTIME(2n ) separating A and B as
deﬁned in the proof. Then x ∈ C can be decided by making at most p(|x|) queries to E of length
ε
2
at most |x| + (log p(|x|)) + 1. This would imply C ∈ DTIME(2n ).
The relationships between some of the assumptions mentioned above in the case that C =
P are discussed by Fortnow and Rogers [FR94]. Grollmann and Selman [GS88] showed that a
secure public-key cryptosystem exists (i.e. one which cannot be cracked in polynomial time) only
if p-separators exist. Homer and Selman [HS92] constructed an oracle relative to which all Σp2
complete sets are polynomial time isomorphic, and no p-separators exist. Beigel, Buhrman, and
Fortnow [BBF98] showed that there is an oracle relative to which the isomorphism conjecture holds,
and p-separators exist. Relative to any oracle for which P = PSPACE the isomorphism conjecture
is true, and p-separators do no exist.

5

Disjunctive reductions and m-reductions

This section is mainly intended for warming up and serves to illustrate the basic ideas. The case of
honest disjunctive reductions is perhaps the easiest result. Our deﬁnition of an honest disjunctive
reduction might not be considered standard which is why we include it below.
Definition 5.1 A set A honest disjunctively reduces (h-d reduces) to B in polynomial time (or
A ≤hd B for short), if there is a polynomial time computable function f such that f maps Σ∗ to
.
(Σ∗ )<ω ∪ {}, and x ∈ A if and only if B ∩ f {x} = ∅ or f (x) =  (for all x), and there is a
polynomial p such that p(|y|) ≥ |x| for all x, and y ∈ f {x} (i.e. f is a polynomially honest function
with regard to its outputs in (Σ∗ )<ω ).
With this deﬁnition it is possible that f is the empty set or equals the constant . The reduction
can exploit this to get around the honesty condition for cases it can decide easily by itself without
querying B. This feature is not standard.
Lemma 5.2 If E is a p-separator, and E ≤hd M , then M is not NP-immune.
Proof.
Let f be the function witnessing the reduction from E to M , and let E separate the
two NP sets A and B. Then f {x} ⊆ M for all x ∈ B. Note that inﬁnitely often f {x} = ∅, since
otherwise we could separate A and B by a set in P. Since f is polynomially honest in these cases,
2
we can deﬁne an inﬁnite NP subset of M .
If P = UP then there is a p-separator E ∈ NP (take one of the P-inseparable set). Suppose now
that M is NP-hard under honest disjunctive reductions. Then E ≤hd M , and M is not NP-immune
by Lemma 5.2. This establishes the next theorem.
8

Theorem 5.3 No set h-d-hard for NP has an NP-immune complement (let alone is NP-simple)
unless P = UP.
To eliminate the honesty condition we will make use of the stronger premise that s-separators
exist. The next proof illustrates in a nutshell how s-separators are used to force the reduction to
be suﬃciently honest.
Lemma 5.4 If E is an s-separator, and E ≤d M , where M ∈ EXP, then M is not NP-immune.
k

Proof.
Let f be the reduction from E to M ∈ DTIME(2n ), and let E be an s-separator with
ε
regard to two NP sets A and B which are DTIME(2n )-inseparable for some ε > 0. Deﬁne g(x) to
be the largest string in f {x}. Then g(x) ∈ M for all x ∈ B. There are two cases.
(i) There is a polynomial p and inﬁnitely many x ∈ B such that p(|g(x)|) ≥ |x|.
(ii) For every polynomial p there are at most ﬁnitely many x ∈ B for which p(|g(x)|) ≥ |x|.
In case (i) the set S = {y : (∃x ∈ B)[p(|y|) ≥ |x| and y = g(x)} is an inﬁnite NP subset of M .
In case (ii) consider p(n) = n2k/ε . Let F = {x ∈ B : p(|g(x)|) ≥ |x|}, and E  = {x : p(|g(x)|) <
|x|, and f {x} ⊆ M } ∪ F . By deﬁnition A ⊆ E  ⊆ B. If p(|g(x)|) ≤ |x| then all strings in f {x}
ε/2
have length less than |x|ε/(2k) , hence membership in M for each can be decided in time 2|x| .
ε/2
ε
Hence f {x} ⊆ M can be decided in time |f {x}|2|x| = O(2n ). Since F is ﬁnite this implies that
ε
2
E  ∈ DTIME(2n ) contradicting the choice of A and B.
Lemma 5.4 together with Corollary 4.6 implies the following theorem.
Theorem 5.5 No set in EXP which is d-hard for NP can have an NP-immune complement unless
UP ⊆ SUBEXP.
Corollary 5.6 NP-simple sets are not d-complete for NP unless UP ⊆ SUBEXP.
We can also apply Lemma 5.4 to get a result on m-reductions that will be useful later for dealing
with 1-tt-reductions.
Lemma 5.7 If E is an s-separator, and E ≤m M , where M ∈ EXP, then neither M nor M are
NP-immune (in particular M is not NP-simple).
Proof.
Since E ≤m M implies E ≤d M we can apply the last lemma to get that M is not NPimmune. Since E is an s-separator if E is, and E ≤m M implies that E ≤m M , we can conclude
that M is not NP-immune.
2
Corollary 4.6 allows us to draw the following conclusion.
Corollary 5.8 NP-simple sets are not m-complete for NP unless UP ⊆ SUBEXP.
If instead of Corollary 4.6 we use Lemma 4.4 to guarantee the existence of an s-separator we
obtain the result that NP-simple sets are not m-complete for NP unless NP ∩ coNP ⊆ SUBEXP
which was ﬁrst shown by Hartmanis, Li and Yesha. In fact they managed to combine sparseness
with immunity:
Fact 5.9 (Hartmanis, Li and Yesha [HLY86]) Every m-hard set for NP has a dense subset
in NP unless NP ⊆ SUBEXP.
ε

A set is dense if there is an ε > 0 such that |A≤n | ≥ 2n for almost all n.
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6

Bounded truth-table reductions

In this section we tackle honest and positive bounded truth-table reductions. The general case of
bounded truth-table reductions will be resolved by diﬀerent methods in the section on truth-table
reductions. Let us ﬁrst deﬁne what we mean by an honest bounded truth-table reduction. For the
deﬁnition let [ F ] equal 1 if F is true, and 0 otherwise.
Definition 6.1 A set A honest bounded truth-table reduces (h-btt reduces) to B in polynomial
time (or A ≤hbtt B for short), if there are two polynomial time computable functions f and α and
k ∈ ω such that f maps Σ∗ to (Σ∗ )k , α maps Σ∗ × {0, 1}k to {0, 1} such that x ∈ A if and only
if α(x, f (x)) = 1 (for all x), and f is a polynomially honest function with regard to all k output
values.
Note that for h-btt reductions it is not necessary to relax the honesty condition as we did for
h-d reductions. The reason is that a h-btt reduction can let α(x, . . .) be one of the two trivial
truth-tables (always true, always false) so that we can deﬁne f (x) = (x, . . . , x) ∈ (Σ∗ )k in this case.

Fixing truth-tables
Perhaps the most amazing fact about bounded truth-table reductions is that we can assume that we
are dealing with one ﬁxed truth-table, rather than having the truth-table depend on the input. This
fact was established (in a computability context) by Fischer [Odi89, Proposition III.8.6.]. Our result
here is diﬀerent. We will establish that if a C-separator btt-reduces to a set M , then we can assume
that there is another C-separator reducing to M via a ﬁxed truth-table without increasing the norm
(number of queries) of the reduction. Fischer’s result increases the norm by using additional queries
to ﬁx the truth-table. Since we want to draw conclusions about 1-tt-reductions we cannot apply
his result.
For the sake of clarity we include the deﬁnition of a (honest) reduction via a ﬁxed truth-table.
Definition 6.2 Let E and M be arbitrary sets, let α: {0, 1}k → {0, 1} be a k-ary Boolean function,
and let f be computable in polynomial time. We say that E polynomial time α-reduces to M via f
(f : E ≤α M ) if there is a polynomial p such that
• (∀x ∈ E) α(χM (f (x))) = 1, and
• (∀x ∈ E) α(χM (f (x))) = 0,
We say that E ≤α M is there exists such an f . If additionally there is a polynomial p such that
p(|y|) ≥ |x| for all x and y ∈ f {x} we call the reduction honest and say that E honest polynomial
time α-reduces to M via f (f : E ≤hα M ) (We say that E ≤hα M if there exists such an f .)
We try to formulate the following lemma as general as possible so it applies to both p-separators
and s-separators. Call a class C fixable if C contains P and is closed under ﬁnite union and intersection.
Lemma 6.3 Suppose E is a C-separator for a fixable class C and M an arbitrary set. If E ≤k-tt M ,
 and a k-ary Boolean function α such that E
 ≤α M . As a matter of
then there is a C-separator E
fact, α will be one of the truth-tables used in the reduction from E to M .
Proof.
Let A and B be two C-inseparable NP sets with A ⊆ E ⊆ B. Since E ≤k-tt M , there is
a function f ∈ PF, and a k-ary Boolean function αx computable in polynomial time in x and its
arguments such that
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• (∀x ∈ A) αx (χM (f (x))) = 1, and
• (∀x ∈ B) αx (χM (f (x))) = 0.
k

Let  = 22 and let τ1 , . . . , τ enumerate all k-ary Boolean functions. For 1 ≤ i ≤ , set Ti = {x :
αx = τi }. All Ti are in P. We claim that there is an i such that A ∩ Ti and B ∩ Ti are C-inseparable.
Assume this is not the case, namely for each i there is a set Ei ∈ C for which A ∩ Ti ⊆ Ei ⊆ B ∩ Ti .

The set E = 1≤i≤ Ei ∩ Ti lies in C (since C is ﬁxable), and it separates A and B (since the Ti are
a partition of Σ∗ ). This contradicts the assumption on A and B, and hence we can ﬁx an i such
 = B ∩ Ti are C-inseparable, and let α = τi , and E
 = {x : α(χM (f (x)) = 1}.
that A = A ∩ Ti and B
2
The last result allows us to apply our recently gained knowledge about m-reductions.
Lemma 6.4 If E is an s-separator, and E ≤1-tt M , where M ∈ EXP, then M is not NP-immune.
Proof.
By Lemma 6.3 we can assume that E reduces to M via a ﬁxed truth-table of norm one.
There are four possible truth-tables. We can exclude the constant truth-tables since E is not in P.
So either E ≤m M or E ≤m M . In both cases neither M nor M are NP-immune by Lemma 5.7. 2
This lemma together with Lemma 4.3 implies the following theorem.
Theorem 6.5 No set in EXP which is 1-tt-hard for NP is NP-immune unless UP ⊆ SUBEXP.
Corollary 6.6 NP-simple sets are not 1-tt-complete for NP unless UP ⊆ SUBEXP.

Honest bounded truth-tables
It is not too diﬃcult to show that a set complete under a ﬁxed honest truth-table reduction
cannot be NP-simple unless P = UP and then extend this to arbitrary honest bounded truth-table
reductions using Lemma 3.3. Somewhat surprisingly the result is true without any assumptions
as shown by Manindra Agrawal, whose proof we include here. The proof exploits the fact that if
P = NP, then SAT is P-levelable, i.e. for every subset A ∈ P of SAT there is an inﬁnite set B ∈ P
which is disjoint from A and is also contained in SAT [BDG88, Volume II].
Theorem 6.7 (Agrawal [Agr97]) An NP-simple set is not honest btt-complete for NP.
Proof.
If P = NP there is nothing to prove, since in this case there are no NP-simple sets. Hence
we can assume that P = NP and therefore SAT is P-levelable. Fix an honest btt-reduction from
SAT to some NP-simple set A, i.e. x ∈ SAT if and only if αx (χA (f (x))) = 1, where f computes k
(honest) queries and αx : {0, 1}k → {0, 1} is a k-ary truth-table computable in polynomial time in
x. For α : {0, 1}k → {0, 1} deﬁne Sα = {x : αx = α} ∈ P. If there is an α for which α(1k ) = 0 and
|SAT ∩ Sα | = ∞ we are done, since we can deﬁne an honest np-k-array intersecting A as follows:
let g(x) = f (x) for x ∈ SAT ∩ Sα , and undeﬁned otherwise. The function g is in NPSV, has inﬁnite
domain, and if it is deﬁned, g{x} contains an element of A (since α(1k ) is false).
We can therefore assume that for all α for which α(1k ) = 0 the set SAT ∩ Sα is ﬁnite. Hence

S := α : α(1k )=0 Sα ∈ P is a subset of SAT except for ﬁnitely many elements. Since SAT is Plevelable there exists an inﬁnite set S  ∈ P which is contained in SAT and is disjoint from S. The
disjointness from S implies that αx (1k ) = 1 for all x ∈ S  . However, αx (χA (f (x))) = 0 for all
x ∈ S  ⊆ SAT which implies that f {x} must contain an element from A for all x ∈ S  which again
2
gives us an honest np-k-array intersecting A.
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Positive bounded truth-table reductions
Our eventual aim is to extend the result of the last section from honest btt-reductions to arbitrary
btt-reductions. Along the particular path we have chosen this seems diﬃcult and the best we can
do at present is to deal with the class of positive btt-reductions, which includes bounded disjunctive
and bounded conjunctive reductions. In the next section on tt-reductions we take a slightly diﬀerent
approach which leads us to a result for general btt-reduction, but requires a stronger hypothesis
than UP ⊆ SUBEXP.
Intuitively, a reduction is positive, if changing answers to queries from no to yes will never turn
an accepting computation into a rejecting one. More precisely for truth-table reductions this means
that for every truth-table α : {0, 1}k → {0, 1} generated on some input it is true that if v ⊆ w
(where ⊆ is the partial order that compares v and w componentwise) and α(v) = 1, then α(w) = 1.
We write A ≤pbtt B if A reduces to B by a positive truth-table reduction.
Lemma 6.8 If E is an s-separator and E ≤pbtt M , then neither M nor M is NP-simple.
The lemma will be a consequence of the following lemma, and the observation that if A ≤pbtt
B then A ≤pbtt B by using the complementary truth-table. Given a truth-table α, deﬁne the
complementary truth-table α by α(u) = 1 if and only if α(u) = 0, where u is the componentwise
negation of the vector u. If α is positive, and v ⊆ w, then α(v) = 1 implies α(v) = 0, and hence
α(w) = 0 (since w ⊆ v), and therefore α(w) = 1 showing that the complementary truth-table is
again positive.
Lemma 6.9 If E is an s-separator and E ≤pbtt M , then M is not NP-simple.
ε

Proof.
Suppose M ∈ NP. Let A and B be disjoint NP sets which are DTIME(2n )-inseparable
such that A ⊆ E ⊆ B, and E ≤k-tt M via a positive reduction. We can reorder the queries of that
reduction such that they are in length nondecreasing order, that is, any query can be written as
(y1 , y2 , . . . , yk ) with |y1 | ≤ |y2 | ≤ · · · |yk |.
By Lemma 6.3 we can assume that there is a ﬁxed positive truth-table α of arity k and a
polynomial time computable function f from Σ∗ to (Σ∗ )k such that x ∈ E iﬀ α(χM (f (x))) = 1.
Note that α is positive, since the reduction from E to M is positive. The reduction f also retains
the property that if f (x) = (y1 , y2 , . . . , yk ), then |y1 | ≤ |y2 | ≤ · · · |yk |.
Consider the set
V = {v ∈ {0, 1}k : there are inﬁnitely many x ∈ A for which v = χM (f (x))}.
We will use the partial order ⊆ on V , where v ⊆ w if vi = 1 implies wi = 1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k.

For v ∈ {0, 1}k deﬁne Av = {x ∈ A : χM (f (x)) = v}. Note that A =∗ v∈V Av , since Av is
ﬁnite for v ∈ V . By one(v) we denote the position of the rightmost 1 in v. Then 1 ≤ one(v) ≤ k
for v ∈ V , since V does not contain 0k (otherwise the truth-table would be constantly true since
the reduction is positive).
ε
We will prove that for every v ∈ V either Av is separable from B by a set in DTIME(2n ),
ε
or there is an inﬁnite subset of M in NP. If all of the Av were DTIME(2n )-separable from B

ε
then A =∗ v∈V Av would be DTIME(2n )-separable from B which contradicts the assumption
(consider the union of the separators). Hence there is an inﬁnite subset of M in NP.
Fix any v ∈ V . Deﬁne the set
C = {x ∈ A : f (x) = (y1 , . . . , yk ), and for all 1 ≤ j ≤ k, if vj = 0 then yj ∈ M }.
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Then C ∈ NP, since M ∈ NP, and furthermore C contains Av .
Let 1 ≤ i ≤ k be minimal such that there is a polynomial p for which the set
Di,p = {x ∈ A : f (x) = (y1 , . . . , yk ), and for all 1 ≤ j ≤ k, if vj = 0 then yj ∈ M , and p(|yi |) ≥ |x|}
is inﬁnite. If one(v) < i, or i does not exist, then Done(v),p is ﬁnite for any choice of a polynomial p.
ε
In this case we claim that Av and B are separated by a set in DTIME(2n ). Fix p(n) = n2k/ε
k
(where M ∈ DTIME(2n )), and with that choice let
C  = {x : f (x) = (y1 , . . . , yk ), and for all 1 ≤ j ≤ one(v), if vj = 0 then yj ∈ M , and p(|yone(v) |) < |x|},
and C  = Done(v),p ∪ C  .
If x ∈ C, then either p(|yone(v) |) < |x|, or p(|yone(v) |) ≥ |x|, hence x ∈ Done(v),p ∪ C  = C 
(where f (x) = (y1 , . . . , yk )). Now B ∩ Done(v),p = ∅, since Done(v),p ⊆ A. Furthermore B ∩ C  = ∅,
since v ∈ V , there are zeroes in v to the right of one(v), and the reduction is positive. Putting
ε
things together we have B ∩ C  = ∅, and therefore Av ⊆ C  ⊆ B. Since C  ∈ DTIME(2n ) (we
only have to test y ∈ M for k values of y where |y|2k/ε < |x|), and Done(v),p is ﬁnite we get that
ε
ε
C  ∈ DTIME(2n ), contradicting that Av and B are not DTIME(2n )-separable.
Hence we can assume that i ≤ one(v) and p exist. Fix them, and deﬁne


g(x) =

(yi , . . . , yk ) if x ∈ Di,p , and f (x) = (y1 , . . . , yk )},
↑
else.

Then g is an honest np-(k − i + 1)-array. If g{x} ∩ M = ∅ for all but ﬁnitely many x ∈ dom(g),
then Lemma 3.3 assures us that M is not NP-simple, and we are done. So suppose for a contradiction
that there are inﬁnitely many x ∈ dom(g) such that g{x} ∩ M = ∅. Then there is a w ∈ V with
w ⊆ v and one(w) < i for which
{x ∈ A : f (x) = (y1 , . . . , yk ), χM (f (x)) = w, and p(|yi |) ≥ |x|}
is inﬁnite. Since i was minimal we can conclude that for all polynomials q, and for almost all x ∈ C
we have q(|yone(w) |) < |x| where f (x) = (y1 , . . . , yk ). Since C contains Av we know that for all
polynomials q, and for almost all x ∈ Av it is true that q(|yone(w) |) < |x| where f (x) = (y1 , . . . , yk ).
Since α(z) = 1 for every z with w ⊆ z we can deﬁne an s-separator which separates Av from B as
above. Let q(n) = n2k/ε , and
C  = {x : f (x) = (y1 , . . . , yk ), and for all 1 ≤ j ≤ one(w), if vj = 0 then yj ∈ M , and q(|yone(w) |) < |x|},
ε

and C  = Done(w),p ∪ C  . As above C  witnesses that Av and B are DTIME(2n )-separable which
is a contradiction.
2
Since s-separators exist, unless UP ⊆ SUBEXP, we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 6.10 An NP-simple set is not positive btt-hard for NP unless UP ⊆ SUBEXP.

7

Truth-table and Turing reductions

We have already dealt with the special cases of disjunctive and conjunctive reductions earlier
on. In this section we will study truth-table and Turing reductions. For these we do not expect
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results regarding NP-simplicity or even NP-immunity (Section 9 contains a contrary relativization).
Instead we will make use of NP-hyperimmunity.
For truth-table reductions we cannot hope to prove the very convenient Lemma 6.3 which allowed us to consider ﬁxed truth-tables only. This makes a new approach necessary. The main
inspiration comes from Denisov’s proof [Odi89, Exercise III.6.23] that if B is part of a computably
inseparable pair of c.e. sets, and B (computably) truth-table reduces to A, then A is not hyperimmune.
As in the bounded case the proof for the honest case is easy and goes through with Turing
reductions. We will present this result next. The case for general truth-table reductions is still
open, but we present a result for o(log n)-tt reductions, which also helps to settle the bounded
truth-table case.

Honest Turing reductions
The deﬁnition of a honest Turing reduction is quite straightforward.
Definition 7.1 A set A honest Turing reduces (h-T reduces) to B in polynomial time (or A ≤hT B
for short), if there is a polynomial p and an oracle Turing machine T (.) running in time p(|x|) on
input x such that x ∈ A if and only if T B (x) = 1. Furthermore if Q(x) denotes the set of queries
made by T to B in the computation of T B (x), then p(|w|) ≥ |x| for every w ∈ Q(x), i.e. the
machine only makes honest queries.
Since we have a bound on the running time we can assume that T (.) always halts in at most
p(|x|) steps on input x with output 0 or 1 and only makes honest queries regardless of the oracle.
The bound on the running time is the main diﬀerence between Turing reductions in computability
and complexity, and it leads to the fact that in complexity we can deal with Turing reductions
using only hyperimmunity, whereas in computability not even maximality is good enough (there
are Turing complete maximal sets [Odi89, Soa87]).
Theorem 7.2 An NP-hyperimmune set cannot be honest Turing hard for NP unless P = UP.
The theorem follows from the next lemma together with Lemma 4.3, and the observation that
P = UP if and only if UP ⊆ P/2 (using self-reducibility). Note that to apply Lemma 4.3 the class
P/2 has to be closed under tt-reductions making queries of one length only. This is the case since
the advice string only depends on the length of the input.
Lemma 7.3 If E is a P/2-separator, and E ≤hT M , then M is not NP-hyperimmune.
Proof.
Let E separate A, B ∈ NP where A and B are not separated by any set in P/2, and
h
E ≤T M . Let T be an oracle Turing machine running in polynomial time p(n) which witnesses the
reduction, i.e. x ∈ E ⇒ T M (x) = 1 and x ∈ E ⇒ T M (x) = 0. We can assume that T (.) always
halts in at most p(|x|) steps on input x outputting 0 or 1, and is honest (with respect to the queries
it makes) for all oracles. For an input x let Q(x) be the set of queries made by T ∅ (x).
There are two cases. First consider the case that there are inﬁnitely many n with x ∈ A, and
y ∈ B of length n such that T ∅ (x) = T ∅ (y). Fix such an n, x and y. Since T M (x) = T M (y) one
of these values has to be diﬀerent from T ∅ (x) = T ∅ (y). Therefore M ∩ (Q(x) ∪ Q(y)) cannot be
empty. With an NPSV function on an input string z = xy, where |x| = |y| we can verify that
x ∈ A, y ∈ B, and T ∅ (x) = T ∅ (y) and then output Q(x) ∪ Q(y), which gives us an honest np-array
since the queries in Q are honest.
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In the other case we know that for almost all n, and all x ∈ A and y ∈ B of length n it is true
that T ∅ (x) = T ∅ (y). We can use this to separate A from B by coding for each length n the possible
values of T ∅ (x) for x ∈ A of length n. Let On = {T ∅ (x) : |x| = n}, and
⎧
⎪
00
⎪
⎪
⎨ 01

if
if
sn =
⎪
10 if
⎪
⎪
⎩
11 if

On
On
On
On

= {},
= {1},
= {0},
= {0, 1}.

Then C = {x : T ∅ (x) ∈ On } separates A and B (except for ﬁnitely many lengths), and can be
2
decided in P/2 (using sn as advice).
The theorem can be proved without using nonuniform advice, but we prefer this version because
it illustrates the basic structure of the more involved Lemma 7.5.

o(log n)-tt reductions
A o(log n)-tt reduction is a truth-table reduction which on input x makes at most o(log |x|) queries.
In particular this includes bounded truth table reductions. We establish the following result.
Theorem 7.4 An NP-hyperimmune set cannot be o(log n)-tt-hard for NP unless UP ∩ coUP ⊆
SUBEXP.
As in the case of honest Turing reductions we will make use of nonuniform complexity classes.
Call E a s[1]-separator, if E separates two disjoint NP-sets that are not separated by any set in
ε
ε
ε
P/2n [1] (for some ε > 0). P/2n [1] is the variant of P/2n in which at most one query to the
advice string is allowed (per input).
The most important step in the proof is the next lemma.
Lemma 7.5 If E is a s[1]-separator and E ≤o(log n)−tt M , then M is not NP-hyperimmune.
Proof.
Since E ≤o(log n)−tt M there are polynomial time computable functions f and α such
that for all x:
x ∈ E ⇐⇒ αx (χM (f (x))) = 1.
Let (Σ∗ )≤n denote the set of all strings of length at most n. Since E is a s[1]-separator there is an
3ε
ε > 0, and two P/2n [1]-inseparable sets A and B in NP with A ⊆ E ⊆ B. There are two cases to
consider.
First, suppose that there exist inﬁnitely many n for which there are x ∈ A and y ∈ B with
ε
ε
|x| = |y| = n such that f {x} ∩ (Σ∗ )≤n = f {y} ∩ (Σ∗ )≤n , and
ε

(∀F ⊆ (Σ∗ )≤n ) [αx (χF (f (x))) = αy (χF (f (y)))].

(1)

Then we can deﬁne an NPSV function as follows. On input z = xy, where |x| = |y| = n verify
ε
ε
that x ∈ A, y ∈ B, and that f {x} ∩ (Σ∗ )≤n and f {y} ∩ (Σ∗ )≤n are equal. Let D be the set of
ε
ε
those queries, i.e. D = f {x} ∩ (Σ∗ )≤n = f {y} ∩ (Σ∗ )≤n . Verify that for all F ⊆ D it is true that
ε
αx (χF (f (x))) = αy (χF (f (y))). If this is the case output (f {x} ∪ f {y}) \ (Σ∗ )≤n .
Note that the algorithm described above is indeed in NPSV, as D is of size at most log n and
we have to check no more than n subsets, each in polynomial time. By assumption the algorithm
ε
will try inﬁnitely often to output (f {x} ∪ f {y}) \ (Σ∗ )≤n , which is honest if nonempty. So we only
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ε

have to prove that (f {x} ∪ f {y}) \ (Σ∗ )≤n contains a string in M . We know that for all F ⊆ D
it is true that αx (χF (f (x))) = αy (χF (f (y))). But then (1) has to hold, since D contains all the
ε
queries f makes on x and y of length at most nε . Hence if we let M  = M ∩ (Σ∗ )≤n it follows that
αx (χM  (f (x))) = αy (χM  (f (y))). At the same time αx (χM (f (x))) = αy (χM (f (y))) since x belongs
ε
to A and y to B. So M  and M have to disagree on a query in (f {x} ∪ f {y}) \ (Σ∗ )≤n . Since M 
ε
is empty above length nε it follows that M contains a string in (f {x} ∪ f {y}) \ (Σ∗ )≤n . Hence M
is not NP-hyperimmune.
If the ﬁrst assumption does not apply, it must be true that for almost all n, and all x ∈ A, y ∈ B
ε
ε
with |x| = |y| = n either the sets f {x} ∩ (Σ∗ )≤n and f {y} ∩ (Σ∗ )≤n are not the same, or the truthε
ε
tables αx and αy are diﬀerent on a set of strings F ⊆ D, where D = f {x}∩(Σ∗ )≤n = f {y}∩(Σ∗ )≤n .
We can use this knowledge to distinguish between strings from A and B. Call two strings x and y of
ε
ε
the same length n equivalent, if f {x}∩(Σ∗ )≤n = f {y}∩(Σ∗ )≤n , and αx (χF (f (x))) = αy (χF (f (y)))
ε
for all F ⊆ D = f {x}∩(Σ∗ )≤n . By assumption it will not be possible that there are two equivalent
strings one of which is in A, and the other one in B. So the strings of length n will be partitioned into
a ﬁnite number of equivalence classes, none of which intersects both A and B. Every equivalence
class is uniquely determined by the set D and a truth-table on the elements of D. D contains
at most ε log n strings of length at most nε , and a truth-table on |D| elements has size at most
2ε log n = nε . Hence we can describe an equivalence class by a string of length at most n2ε ε log n
which is less than n3ε for large enough n.
Using this description as an index into an advice string we can code for each equivalence class
the information whether it contains a string in A in a random access advice string of length at most
3ε
3ε
2n (for inputs of length n). This gives us a separator of A and B in P/2n [1] contradicting the
assumption.
2
The proof of Theorem 7.4 is now completed by the following lemma. If UP ∩ coUP ⊆ SUBEXP,
then (by the lemma) there is a set E ∈ UP ∩ coUP\(P/subexp[1]). By the deﬁnition of P/subexp[1]
ε
there is an ε > 0 for which E ∈ P/2n [1]. This makes E a s[1]-separator (with A = B = E), and
we can apply Lemma 7.5.
Lemma 7.6 If UP ∩ coUP ⊆ P/subexp[1] then UP ∩ coUP ⊆ SUBEXP.
The lemma is an immediate consequence of the techniques developed by Ogihara, Watanabe,
Homer and Longpré [HL91, Theorem 5] to deal with reductions to sparse sets.
Proof.
We prove the contraposition. Suppose W ∈ UP ∩ coUP \ SUBEXP. Fix ε > 0 such that
ε
W ∈ DTIME(2n ). Let w1 (x) be the unique witness for x ∈ W (of length |x|k ), and w0 (x) be the
unique witness for x ∈ W (assume |w0 (x)| = |w1 (x)|). Deﬁne a set L = {x, w : w ≤ w1 (x) ∧ |w| =
nk }. Then L ∈ UP, w1 (x) serving as a unique witness for x, w ∈ L. On the other hand x, w ∈ L
if and only if either x ∈ W , and w > w1 (x), or w0 (x) witnesses that x ∈ W . Since the two cases
are disjoint this shows L ∈ coUP, and therefore L ∈ UP ∩ coUP.
k
Note that W reduces to L (x ∈ W if and only if x, 0n  ∈ L). We will now show that if
ε/2
ε
ε/2
L ∈ P/2n [1], then W ∈ DTIME(2n ), contradicting the assumption. Hence L ∈ P/2n [1], and
in particular L ∈ P/subexp[1]. Since L ∈ UP ∩ coUP this shows that UP ∩ coUP ⊆ P/subexp[1].
ε/2
ε
We are left with the proof ot the claim that L ∈ P/2n [1] implies W ∈ DTIME(2n ). Given an
k
k
k
input x consider the 2n strings between x, 0n  and x, 1n , and think of them as ordered from
ε/2
left to right. Let l = 2n . Split the strings up into 2l intervals of the same size (plus or minus one).
Now run the following procedure: In every step each interval gets split up into two, and all but 2l
intervals get eliminated again. To describe the pruning procedure let y1 = x, w1 , . . . , y4l = x, w4l 
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be the 4l strings at the left end of the 4l intervals I1 , . . . , I4l we get after the splitting. Membership
of each yi in L can be decided in polynomial time by making a single query to the l bits of advice
(and we can assume that each yi does query an advice bit). For bit q (1 ≤ q ≤ l) in the advice
string, and an answer a ∈ {0, 1}, let
f (q, a) = max{i : the nonuniform algorithm on input yi queries q, and given answer a accepts}.
Then f is computable in polynomial time, and x, w1 (x) ∈ If (q,a) for some q and a. (If i < j, and
Ii and Ij are both accepted by the algorithm for some value of q and a, then Ii cannot contain
x, w1 (x) since otherwise Ij would not contain any string from L. Hence either a was the wrong
answer, or Ii does not contain x, w1 (x). In either case Ii can be eliminated.) Hence one of the 2l
intervals in {If (q,a) : 1 ≤ q ≤ l, a ∈ {0, 1}} contains x, w1 (x).
After at most nk repetitions of the pruning step, all intervals have size at most one, and the
procedure guarantees that the witness x, w1 (x) is contained in one of the intervals if x ∈ W .
Hence all we have to do is check the remaining 2l witnesses to decide whether x ∈ W . The whole
ε
procedure takes at most DTIME(lnk ) steps which is in DTIME(l2 ) = DTIME(2n ) contradicting
the choice of W .
2
Remark.
We would have liked to prove the theorem under the hypothesis that UP ⊆ SUBEXP.
Unfortunately the ﬁrst existence proof for separators (Lemma 4.3) requires C to be closed under
polynomial time truth-table reducibilities. This we cannot guarantee if only one query to the oracle
is allowed. On the other hand if we use the full power of P/subexp (instead of P/subexp[1]) we
cannot apply the pruning techniques of Ogihara, Watanabe, Homer and Longpré any longer. So
we have to use the second existence proof for separators (Lemma 4.4) which did not pose any
requirements on C.
2

Bounded truth-tables revisited
Note that the NPSV-function in the proof of Lemma 7.5 outputs f {x} ∪ f {y}. In case we start
with a bounded truth-table this means that |f {x} ∪ f {y}| ≤ 2k, and we can conclude that M is
not NP-2k-immune. Hence M is not NP-simple. This establishes the next lemma as a corollary of
the proof and thereby the theorem.
Lemma 7.7 If E is a s[1]-separator and E ≤btt M , then M is not NP-simple.
Theorem 7.8 An NP-simple set cannot be btt-complete for NP unless UP ∩ coUP ⊆ SUBEXP.

8

Exponential time

In this section we will test our techniques on EXP and NEXP. One advantage is that we can
dispense with hypotheses. But let us ﬁrst recall what is already known. The following account
is based on Buhrman [Buh93]. In his PhD thesis Berman proved that all m-complete sets for
EXP are in fact one-to-one, length-increasing m-complete. Hence an m-complete set for EXP will
not be P-immune, since for example the tally set {0n : n ∈ ω} reduces to it via a one-to-one,
length-increasing reduction.
Fact 8.1 (Berman, 1977) No m-complete set for EXP is P-immune.
On the other hand it is easy to construct a counterexample for 2-tt-reductions.
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Fact 8.2 (Buhrman [Buh93]) There is a 2-d-complete set for EXP which is P-immune.
The case for NEXP seemed more diﬃcult. It was proved by Homer and Wang [HW94] that
every m-complete set for NE and its complement contain dense E∩UP subsets. Finally Tran [Tra95]
extended the Berman result to NEXP.
Fact 8.3 (Tran [Tra95]) No m-complete set for NEXP is P-immune.
Since it had been proven earlier by Buhrman, Spaan, and Torenvliet [BST93] that a 1-ttcomplete set for NEXP is also m-complete the following corollary was immediate.
Fact 8.4 (Tran [Tra95]) No 1-tt-complete set for NEXP is P-immune.
Again this seems to be the limit.
Fact 8.5 (Buhrman [Buh93]) There is a 2-d-complete set for NEXP which is P-immune.
But not quite. We will show how to extend Tran’s result to conjunctive and disjunctive reductions as well as how to strengthen its conclusion.
Definition 8.6 An infinite set A is called P-levelable if for every subset B of A in P there is
another subset C of A in P which is infinite and disjoint from B.
A P-levelable set is not only not P-immune, it cannot even be written as the union of a set in
P and a P-immune set.
Theorem 8.7 Every c-complete set for NEXP is P-levelable.
l

Proof.
Let K be c-complete for NEXP. Then K ∈ NTIME(2n ) for some l ≥ 1.
Fix any subset S ∈ P of K. We can assume that l was chosen such that S ∈ DTIME(nl ). By a
l+2
l+1
theorem of Žàk [Žák83] there is a tally set H ∈ NTIME(2n ) − NTIME(2n ).
For the rest of the proof ﬁx an eﬀective enumeration (fi )i∈ω of all functions in PF such that fi
can be uniformly computed in time ni + i. Deﬁne
Ai = {0i,x

:

(∃q ∈ fi {0i,x }) [|q| > i, x/(ci2 ) and q ∈ S]

or 0x ∈ H},



l+2

and A = i≥1 Ai . We will choose c later. It can be checked that A ∈ NTIME(2n ) and therefore
A lies in NEXP. Hence there is a conjunctive reduction fj from A to K, i.e. for some j the function
fj computes a set of queries in polynomial time, such that x ∈ A iﬀ fj {x} ⊆ K. Consider the set
D = {0j,x : (∃q ∈ fj {0j,x }) [|q| > j, x/(cj 2 ) and q ∈ S]}.
Assume that D is ﬁnite. Then for suﬃciently large x it is true that 0x ∈ H iﬀ fj {0j,x } ⊆ K.
Furthermore each query q ∈ fj {0j,x } fulﬁlls either q ∈ S or |q| ≤ j, x/(cj 2 ) ≤ x = |0x | (the
middle inequality is made correct by the right choice of c depending on ·, · for large enough x). If
q ∈ S, then q ∈ K, and therefore q does not inﬂuence the truth-value of fj {0j,x } ⊆ K. Hence we
can eliminate queries satisfying q ∈ S (which only takes polynomial time). The remaining queries
have length at most the length of the input, thus we can make those remaining queries to K.
Because of the bound on the running time of fj there can be at most nj + j queries to K each one
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l

l+1

taking time NTIME(2n ). This gives us a decision procedure for H in NTIME(2n ) contradicting
the choice of H.
Therefore the set D has to be inﬁnite and fj {0j,x } contains a q with |q| ≥ j, x/(cj 2 ) and
q ∈ S for each x ∈ D. Let S  = {q : (∃z)[z < |q| and q ∈ fj {0j,z } − S]}. By deﬁnition S ∩ S  = ∅,
and S  is decidable in polynomial time. Furthermore q ∈ S  implies |q| > z ≥ j, z/(cj 2 ) (the
second inequality by choice of c). Hence 0j,z ∈ Aj , and therefore q ∈ K (being one of the queries
2
in fj {0j,z }). This shows that S  ⊆ K ﬁnishing the proof.
Similarly the following result can be shown.
Theorem 8.8 The complement of every d-complete set for NEXP is P-levelable.
Corollary 8.9 Every 1-tt-complete set for NEXP and its complement is P-levelable.
What can we say about truth-table reductions? Looking at the proof of Agrawal’s result (Theorem 6.7) will convince the reader that it also holds for NEXP, and NEXP-complete sets (since
we established that all NEXP-complete sets and their complements are P-levelable), hence NEXPsimple sets are not honest btt-complete for NEXP. As a matter of fact honesty is not actually
needed as we will demonstrate using an approach similar to the one in Lemma 7.5: NEXP-simple
sets cannot be btt-complete for NEXP.
Another approach to the problem might consist in showing that all btt-complete sets for NEXP
are honest btt-complete. We do not know whether this is true. An indication that exponential time
does guarantee some degree of honesty is the following partial result generalizing an earlier result
by Ganesan and Homer [GH92] for the 1-tt case.
Theorem 8.10 Every 2-tt-complete set for NEXP is exponentially honest 2-tt-complete.
Proof.
This is a variation on a trick by Ganesan and Homer [GH92]. Let A be a 2-tt-complete
set for NEXP. Fix a 1-1, li-complete set K for NEXP and an eﬀective enumeration (fi , αi )i∈ω of
polynomial time 2-tt reductions (fi computes the two queries and αi the truth-table).
Deﬁne a set M as follows:
(01) M: input (i, x)
(02)
compute (q0 , q1 ) = fi (i, x)
(03)
if |q0 | > |q1 |
(04)
then reject input,
(05)
if 2|q1 | < |(i, x)|
(06)
then compute αi (χA (q0 , q1 ))
(07)
and reject if it accepts and vice versa,
(08)
else if 2|q0 | < |(i, x)|
(09)
then compute b = χA (q0 ) and with that information
(10)
determine the remaining unary truth-table α(b ) := αi (b, b ), b ∈ {0, 1};
(11)
if α is
(12)
FALSE then accept,
(13)
TRUE then reject,
(14)
negation, then accept if q1 ∈ A,
(15)
else, accept if x ∈ K,
(16)
else accept if x ∈ K.
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We claim that M ∈ NEXP. In fact up to line (13) everything can be done in exponential time
(assuming the enumeration is eﬀective enough); note that the queries made to A in lines (06) and
(09) are exponentially small compared to the input. Only in lines (14), (15) and (16) do we need
the full power of NEXP to guess accepting paths for A and K. Since A is 2-tt-complete there has
to be a j ∈ ω such that fj : M ≤2-tt A via truth-table αj . We can assume that the queries of fj are
in length-non-decreasing order. Now M on input (j, x) cannot reach lines (04), (07), (12), (13), (14)
since in all of these cases we diagonalized the reduction. Hence it always terminates in (15) or (16)
meaning that x ∈ K if and only if (j, x) ∈ M . Furthermore the only two possible cases that can
occur are that both queries are large, namely 2|q0 | > |(i, x)|, in which case fj is exponentially honest,
or q1 is large: 2|q1 | ≥ |(i, x)| in which case we end in line (15), and x ∈ K if and only if q1 ∈ A
(since the only remaining truth-table is the identity), where q1 is large enough to be exponentially
honest. Hence putting things together we have an exponentially honest 2-tt-reduction from K to
A which shows that A is exponentially honest 2-tt-complete.
2
Similar proofs will not work for three queries, since the number of truth-tables becomes too
large to handle. We will now return to the approach of Lemma 7.5 which is more successful.
We ﬁrst have to deﬁne a new version of hyperimmunity. An honest exp-array is a partial function
f : Σ∗ → (Σ∗ )<ω \ {()} computable in exponential time and with inﬁnite domain with the following
property: there is a polynomial p such that for all x
• p(|y|) ≥ |x| for all y ∈ f {x}, and
• |f (x)| ≤ p(|x|).
Note that compared to np-arrays we only increased the computational power of the function. The
output is still restricted to polynomially many strings of polynomial size in the input. We call an
inﬁnite set EXP-hyperimmune if there is no honest exp-array f such that f {x} ∩ A = ∅ for all
x ∈ dom(f ).
Lemma 8.11 EXP ⊆ P/subexp[1].
ε

Proof.
Let 0 < ε < 1. We will construct a set E in EXP \ P/2n [1]. Let (fi )i∈ω be an
eﬀective enumeration of all polynomial time advice machines making exactly one query. We will
diagonalize machine fn on the strings of length n. There are 2n binary strings of length n, but
ε
only 2n addressable advice bits. Hence there are two strings x and y (|x| = |y| = n) for which fn
queries the same advice bit. Compute fn (x) and fn (y) for both answers to the query. Since there
are four possibilities for χE (x, y), we can choose one diﬀerent from the two predicted by fn . Let
2
ε
E \ {x, y} = ∅. Obviously, we can decide E in DTIME(2n ), and E ∈ P/2n [1] by construction. 2
Theorem 8.12 An EXP-hyperimmune set cannot be o(log n)-tt-hard for EXP.
Proof.
The proof is an easy adaptation of the proof of Lemma 7.5. By Lemma 8.11 there is an
3ε
E ∈ EXP which is not in P/2n [1] (for some ε > 0). Let A = E = B, and M be o(log n)-tt-hard
for EXP. Then E ≤o(log n)−tt M . The second case of the proof of Lemma 7.5 cannot apply since
3ε
E ∈ P/2n [1]. Hence the ﬁrst case must apply, and we conclude that M is not EXP-hyperimmune
(EXP rather than NP, since A and B are in EXP).
2
As with Lemma 7.5 the theorem allows us to draw a conclusion for btt-reductions (we should
note that Lemma 3.3 works for NEXP too). Thus the following theorem is immediate.
Theorem 8.13 (Buhrman [Buh97]) A NEXP-simple set cannot be btt-hard for EXP.
This result was ﬁrst proved by Buhrman using a diﬀerent technique.
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9

Relativizations

We do not know whether NP-simple sets exist and it seems hard to come up with natural conditions
that imply their existence; unconditional existence results would of course imply P = NP and
would therefore require nonrelativizing techniques. However, it would also require nonrelativizing
techniques to show that NP-simple do not exist: Homer and Maass [HM83] constructed an oracle
relative to which NP-simple sets exist and Balcázar [Bal85] showed that the oracle can be made
computable. It is easy to see that NP-simple sets exist relative to Cohen generic oracles (at the
end of this section we will sketch a proof that even NP-hypersimple sets exists for these oracles).
Consider the following hypotheses (all of which we would believe to be true).
(i) P = UP,
(ii) P = NP ∩ coNP,
(iii) There are P-inseparable sets in NP,
(iv) NP-simple sets exist.
Then relativizable techniques will not be suﬃcient to show that (i) ∧ (ii) ∧ (iii) imply (iv).
Similarly there is no relativizable proof that (iv) implies either (i), or (ii), or (iii):
The oracle relative to which (i), (ii), and (iii) are true, and (iv) is false, is due to Homer and
Selman [HS92, Theorem 2]. They constructed a computable oracle relative to which P = UP =
NP = coNP. (NP-simple sets do not exist since NP = coNP, and any set in NP \ P is P-inseparable
from its complement which lies in NP.)
For the other direction we have to combine three results from the literature (for references
see [FR94]). It is known that if H is an oracle for which PH = PSPACEH , and C is a Cohen
generic oracle, then relative to G ⊕ H it is true that P = UP (Blum, Imagliazzo), P = NP ∩ coNP
(Hartmanis, Hemachandra), and P-inseparable sets in NP do not exist (Fortnow, Rogers). Since
the proof of existence of NP-simple relative to Cohen generic sets relativizes (see Proposition 9.7),
NP-simple sets exist relative to C ⊕ H.
Using other kinds of (generic) oracles we can try to show that the existence or nonexistence of
NP-simple sets cannot be linked via relativizable proofs to other complexity-theoretic statements.
Let us take for example the isomorphism conjecture. Relative to a random oracle the isomorphism conjecture fails (Kurtz, Mahaney and Royer [KMR95]) and NP-simple sets exist (Vereshchagin [Ver94]). On the other hand the isomorphism conjecture holds relative to an sp-generic oracle
(Fenner, Fortnow and Kurtz [FFK96]) and NP-simple sets exist (as we will show presently). Hence
the assumption that NP-simple sets exist will not be enough to show the isomorphism conjecture
true or false with relativizing techniques. In the other direction we can use an oracle constructed
by Beigel, Buhrman, and Fortnow [BBF98] which makes the isomorphism conjecture true, while
NP-simple sets do not exist (since NP = coNP). Furthermore the isomorphism conjecture will
be false, and NP-simple sets do not exist relative to any oracle making P = PSPACE. Hence
the isomorphism conjecture will not prove the existence, or nonexistence of NP-simple sets using
relativizable techniques only.
We include a compact deﬁnition of all the terms needed in the proof that NP-simple sets exist
relative to an sp-generic oracle. However, the reader not familiar with generic oracles is advised to
take a closer look at the paper by Fenner, Fortnow and Kurtz for background.
Definition 9.1 (Fenner, Fortnow, Kurtz [FFK96]) An iterated polynomial sequence (ai )i∈ω
fulfills a0 ≥ 2 and ai+1 = p(ai ) for some polynomial p(n) ≥ n2 . We call a partial function
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σ : Σ∗ → {0, 1} a symmetric perfect forcing condition (sp-condition) if σ is undefined on strings
of length ai (for all i). A partial function τ extends σ if dom(σ) ⊆ dom(τ ) and the two functions
agree on dom(σ).
A set of sp-conditions is called dense if every sp-condition is extended by some sp-condition
in the set. A set is called sp-generic if it meets every dense definable set of sp-conditions, i.e. A
viewed as an infinite characteristic string extends some sp-condition in every dense definable set of
sp-conditions.
The following theorem is essentially due to Stuart Kurtz.
Theorem 9.2 (Kurtz [Kur97]) Relative to an sp-generic oracle there exists an NP-simple set.
Proof.
Let (Mi )i∈ω be an enumeration of nondeterministic oracle Turing machines such that
Mi runs in time ni + i (independent of the oracle). L(MiX ) denotes the language accepted by Mi
with oracle X. Consider the set
S(X) = {x : (∀z)[|z| = log2 |x| ⇒ |{z0i : 0 ≤ i ≤ |x| − |z|} ∩ X| ≡ 0 (mod 2)]}.
Then S(X) ∈ coNPX for all oracles X. We have to prove that S(X) is NPX -immune for an
sp-generic oracle X. To this end we show that S(X) fulﬁlls the requirements
(Ri ) : L(MiX ) is ﬁnite or L(MiX ) ⊆ S(X)
if X is sp-generic. Furthermore we have to make sure that S(X) is inﬁnite. Again this is taken
care of by the sp-genericity of the oracle X.
Claim 9.3 For any sp-condition σ and any m there is an sp-condition τ extending σ such that
S(X) contains at least m strings for any oracle X extending τ .
If the claim is true then an sp-generic oracle will make S(X) inﬁnite. To show that the claim
holds let some sp-condition σ and an integer m be given. By deﬁnition there is an iterated polynomial sequence (ai )i∈ω such that σ is undeﬁned at lengths ai . Let p(n) ≥ n2 be the polynomial
generating the sequence, i.e. ai+1 = p(ai ). Choose k such that ak ≥ log m. Extend σ to τ in such
a way that
(∀z)[|z| = log2 ak  ⇒ |{z0i : 0 ≤ i ≤ ak − |z|} ∩ X| ≡ 0 (mod 2)],
and τ is deﬁned on all strings up to length ak . This can be done since we have complete control
over the strings at length ak . Note that τ is an sp-condition (a new iterated polynomial sequence
could start at ak+1 ). Furthermore by deﬁnition S(X) contains all strings of length ak of which
there are 2ak ≥ m many. This ﬁnishes the proof of the claim.
Claim 9.4 For any sp-condition σ there is an sp-condition τ extending σ such that (Ri ) is fulfilled
for any oracle X extending τ .
The veriﬁcation of the claim will ﬁnish the proof since the claim implies that the set of spconditions forcing (Ri ) is dense, and hence will be met by any sp-generic oracle.
To show that the claim is true let an sp-condition σ be given. As above let (ai )i∈ω be the iterated
polynomial sequence witnessing that σ is an sp-condition, and choose l ≥ i such that n → nl + l
majorizes the polynomial associated with the sequence.
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We have to extend σ in such a way that (Ri ) will be satisﬁed. There are two cases. If we can
force L(MiX ) to be ﬁnite by extending σ to an sp-condition τ we do so, and (Ri ) will be fulﬁlled.
Hence we can assume that we cannot force L(MiX ) to be ﬁnite. In particular this means that for
every x there is a y > x such that we can force y ∈ L(MiX ). Fix x such that
2

|x| ≥ max{a0 , 2l } and(log2 |y|)l + l < |y| for all y with |y| ≥ |x|.
Fix y > x and an sp-condition σ  extending σ that forces y ∈ L(MiX ). Select an accepting path

of Miσ on y. Along this path Mi can make at most ni + i oracle queries. Hence we can assume
that the domain of σ  is the union of the set of those (polynomially many) queries and the domain
of σ. Since the gap between log2 |y| and |y| is larger than p and |y| ≥ a0 , there is a k for which
2
2
log2 (|y|) < ak < |y|. There are 2 log (|y|) ≥ |y|log |y| ≥ |y|l > |y|l + l many strings of length ak
which can be used for coding (namely the extensions by zeroes of strings of length log2 (|y|). Since
these are more than are committed already by σ  there is an uncommitted string of length ak with
which we can toggle the parity in such a way that y ∈ S(X) for each oracle X extending τ . Since
this argument only used a ﬁnite extension, τ is still an sp-condition.
2
Since we are concerned with the relationship between simplicity and completeness the question
we should be asking in this section is whether it is possible for a set to be simple and complete.
More precisely, is there a world in which there is an NP-simple btt-complete set? Of course, by
Theorem 7.8 in such a world UP ∩ coUP ⊆ SUBEXP. We leave this question open; it seems to be
hard, not least so since it will have to depend on the reduction being dishonest because of Agrawal’s
result (Theorem 6.7). We do not know how to exploit dishonesty to our advantage.
We can show, however, that the the change from NP-simplicity to NP-hypersimplicity was necessary when removing the bound on the truth-tables. More precisely we construct a relativized world,
in which there is an (honest) conjunctively complete NP-simple set, although UP ⊆ SUBEXP.
Let f (n) be any positive, monotone, polynomially-bounded, polynomial time computable function such that limn→∞ f (n) = ∞. For every x ∈ Σ∗ , deﬁne Query(x) = {x10, x100, . . . , x10f (|x|) }.
Lemma 9.5 Relative to some oracle A, there is a language LA ∈ UPA which is NEA -simple (that
is, LA is NEA -immune), and for all x ∈ Σ∗ ,
Query(x) ⊆ LA .
Assuming the lemma we can prove the oracle result.
Theorem 9.6 There is an oracle A such that: UPA ⊆ SUBEXPA and there exists an NPA -simple
set which is (honest) f (n)-c-complete for NPA .
 SUBEXPA , so UPA ⊆ SUBEXPA .
Proof.
Let A and LA be as in Lemma 9.5. Note that LA ∈
A
A
A
Note also that L is NP -simple and Query(x) ⊆ L for any x. Let C be some (coinﬁnite)
m-complete set for NPA , and let
S A = LA ∪

Query(x).
x∈C

Since S A is a coinﬁnite superset of LA , it is also NPA -simple. Moreover, S A is f (n)-c-complete via
the reduction x → Query(x).
2
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Proof of Lemma 9.5.
Our proof uses forcing and is vaguely reminiscent of a construction by
Balcázar [BDG88, Theorem 7.11], but here the construction is complicated by the fact that our LA
must have quite a dense complement, whereas Balcázar et al. relied heavily on their set (which is
analogous to LA ) being very sparse.
For all y ∈ Σ∗ , deﬁne Region(y) = {yz : |z| = |y|2 }. For all X ⊆ Σ∗ deﬁne
LX = {y ∈ Σ∗ : Region(y) ∩ X = ∅}.
Clearly, LX ∈ NPX . We construct an A to make LA satisfy the conditions of the lemma.

For all x ∈ Σ∗ deﬁne QueryRegions(x) = y∈Query(x) Region(y). By a condition we mean a pair
(σ, k) such that
• σ: Σ∗ → {0, 1} is a ﬁnite partial characteristic function (a “partial oracle”),
• k ≥ 1 is an integer (a promise that we will leave at least k strings in Query(x) out of LA
“from now on”),
• for all x ∈ Σ∗ , either QueryRegions(x)∩dom(σ) = ∅ (in which case we require |Query(x)| ≥ k)
or QueryRegions(x) ⊆ dom(σ), and
• for all y ∈ Σ∗ there is at most one string z ∈ Region(y) with σ(z) = 1. (This will guarantee
LA ∈ UPA .)
We partially order the set of conditions as follows: we say condition (τ, ) extends condition (σ, k)
iﬀ τ extends σ,  ≥ k, and for all x with QueryRegions(x) ∈ dom(τ ) − dom(σ),
|Query(x) − Lτ | ≥ k,
where Lτ has the obvious meaning.
Fix a nondeterministic oracle TM N , running in time 2cn for some constant c (the same for
all oracles). Let y ∈ Σ∗ and (σ, k) be some condition. We say that (σ, k) forces N to accept y if
N (y) has an accepting path along which all queries to the oracle are in dom(σ) and are answered
according to σ. We say that (σ, k) forces N to reject y if no extension of (σ, k) forces N to accept
y.
Fixing an arbitrary condition (σ, k), we will ﬁnd an extension (τ, ) that forces N to either
(i) accept a member of Lτ , or (ii) reject all suﬃciently large y ∈ Σ∗ . Forcing (i) will cause
L(N A ) ∩ LA = ∅; (ii) will cause L(N A ) to be ﬁnite. In either case, N does not prevent LA from
being NEA -simple.
Suppose there is no extension of (σ, k) that forces (i). Let τ be the ﬁnite function extending σ
such that
dom(τ ) = dom(σ) ∪ (Σ∗ )≤c

2 +c

∪

{QueryRegions(x) : |x| ≤ c or |Query(x)| ≤ k} ,

and τ (z) = 0 for all z ∈ dom(τ ) − dom(σ). Clearly, τ is ﬁnite since lim|x|→∞ |Query(x)| = ∞, and
(τ, k + 1) extends (σ, k). We show that (τ, k + 1) forces (ii). Indeed, suppose not: consider any y
with Region(y) ∩ dom(τ ) = ∅, and suppose there is an extension (υ, ) of (τ, k + 1) that forces N to
accept y. We may assume without loss of generality that Region(y) ⊆ dom(υ). Then y ∈ Lυ , since
otherwise (υ, ) would force (i). Because |y| > c, N υ does not have time to query all of Region(y),
so we let z ∈ Region(y) be the least string not queried by N υ , and let υ  be identical to υ except


that υ  (z) = 1. Thus N υ (y) still accepts, but y ∈ Lυ (and this is the only y added to Lυ ). Finally,
for each x with QueryRegions(x) ⊆ dom(υ) − dom(τ ), we have
|Query(x) − Lυ | ≥ k + 1
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by the deﬁnition of extension of conditions, and thus


|Query(x) − Lυ | ≥ k
for all x with QueryRegions(x) ⊆ dom(υ) − dom(σ). Therefore, (υ  , k) extends (σ, k) and forces (i),
contrary to our assumption; hence, (τ, k + 1) forces (ii).
Those familiar with forcing arguments will now note that since the conditions forcing (i) or (ii)
above form a dense set, any suﬃciently generic set of conditions yields an oracle A with all the
desired properties. For those not familiar with these arguments, it is nearly as easy to construct A
explicitly. Pick some enumeration N1 , N2 , . . . of all nondeterministic linear exponential time oracle
machines, and let (σ0 , k0 ) = (∅, 1). Given condition (σi−1 , ki−1 ), let (σi , ki ) be some extending
condition that forces (i) or (ii) for N = Ni . We thus get a countable chain of conditions, each
extended by its successor. Let α be the union of all ﬁnite functions in the chain, and let A = {z :
α(z) = 1}. Since all the ki are positive, it follows that Query(x) ⊆ LA for all x. Furthermore,
A never intersects Region(y) in more than one place for any y, so LA ∈ UPA . To see that LA is
NEA -simple, note that for any i, if L(Ni ) ∩ LA = ∅, then it must be that (σi , ki ) forces Ni to reject
all y with Region(y) ∩ dom(σi ) = ∅, and so A preserves these rejections. Thus, L(Ni ) is ﬁnite. 2
It is straightforward to show that NP-hypersimple sets exist relative to standard (Cohen) generic
oracles.
Proposition 9.7 Relative to any (Cohen) generic oracle G, there is an NPG -hypersimple set.
Sketch of Proof.
Here our conditions are ﬁnite characteristic functions, partially ordered by
extension. For any x, let Region(x) = {xy : |y| = |x|}. For any oracle X, deﬁne
LX = {x : Region(x) ∩ X = ∅}.
Clearly LX ∈ NPX .
Let M be some polynomial-time deterministic honest oracle transducer, and let σ be any condition and let n be suﬃciently large. If there is a τ extending σ that causes M τ to output a set
{y1 , . . . , yk } on an input x longer than n, then for each i with 1 ≤ i ≤ k, M τ (x) cannot query

all of Region(yi ), so we can alter τ to τ  extending σ so that M τ (x) still outputs {y1 , . . . , yk } but

{y1 , . . . , yk } ⊆ Lτ . Thus either σ forces dom(M G ) to be ﬁnite, or we can extend to a condition
2
that forces M G (x) ⊆ LG for some x.

10

Open Questions

Simplicity is a notion which is as natural as it is elusive. We would like to know about any
combination of natural assumptions that implies the existence of an NP-simple set. This might in
particular yield an easier proof of Vereshchagin’s relativization result. The study of NP-simple sets
has been less vigorous than one might hope for, and there seems to be plenty of work left to be
done. Inspiration for further investigation might well develop out of the work done in computability
theory.
We demonstrated that inseparable sets can be an important technique in complexity theory. But
many questions regarding inseparable sets are still open (this by the way is true in computability
as well). Are there other assumptions under which inseparable sets exist, other constructions
which allow better hypotheses for the results we derive from the existence of inseparable sets? The
hardest challenge is to ﬁnd a complexity-theoretic condition that is necessary and suﬃcient for the
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existence of inseparable sets. In this context we should mention a paper by Fenner, Fortnow, Naik
and Rogers [FFNR96] which investigates two propositions: Q and Q’ which seem to be closely
related to inseparable sets.
Are there other applications of inseparable sets in the realm of complexity theory? Possible
candidates for closer scrutiny include Selman’s p-selectivity, or notions from bounded queries (frequency computation). Inseparable sets have been successfully used to study the computability
variants (for examples see [Sch98, FS99]).
We already mentioned that better constructions might allow us to improve upon the hypotheses.
What can be done about improving the conclusions, what can we say about general truth-table
reductions, what about Turing reductions?
There is a fair amount of work still to be done in the exponential time case. Here is an intriguing
conjecture:
Conjecture 10.1 Every btt-complete set for NEXP is exponentially honest btt-complete.
We supplied some evidence for the conjecture, but more likely than not things will break down as
soon as we allow three queries. Is there a set which is 3-tt-complete, but not honestly so? Is there
an advantage in being dishonest?
We complemented our results by some relativization results like the world in which there is an
NP-simple c-complete set. Can this result be sharpened to yield an NP-simple btt-complete set?
This would be a rather remarkable result contradicting our intuition about NP-simple sets. We
also showed that in some world NP-hypersimple sets exist, but can they be made complete under
Turing (or stronger) reductions?
Finally, where do we go from here? Some initial results in the realm of exponential time have
shown that our techniques can be useful higher up. There seems to be room for improvement.
We might also ask what happens below NP. Do our techniques apply at all to classes below P?
How could we use them to prove results on P-immunity for example? Since the reductions run
in polynomial time there does not seem to be a way out unless we restrict ourselves to logspace
reductions. Furthermore one might ask whether our method yields new assumptions that will allow
separations of reducibilities in the complete degrees.
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